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Product Overview

Tanzania’s cashew nuts production reached 310,000 tonnes in 2019/2020, compared to 224,000 tonnes

in 2018/2019  increasing by 33%. As a result, it reads to be on the top rank of producing cashew nuts

after a decade.

Product Description

● Ww Cashew nuts / White whole Cashew nuts
● Grade: Ww 210, Ww 240, Ww 320, Ww 450,

Ws, LP, Sp, BB.
● Quality Rank: 1st quality, 2nd  quality, 3rd

quality.
● Standard Rank: 2nd, 3rd, 4th.
● Color: White / Light ash / Ivory
● Condition: Whole Cashew Nuts Kernel
● Nut Count/kg: Depend on grades
● Moisture: Max 5%
● Broken: Max 10%
● Lower Size Grade: Max 10%
● Defects: Max 8%

● Origin: Tanzania

Note: The more bigger of nuts, more advanced, more tastier they taste, the more nutrients in
the nuts that is fuctors cashew nuts take demanded with greater value worldwide.

Receive your order from the United Republic of Tanzania.
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Process of Producing Cashew Nuts

● Collection: We start to collect the raw cashew nuts from the farmers and dry them in the sun to
remove excess moisture. We put all our effort into collecting cashew. This is to aim for
availability of cashew nuts and supplied at sustainable lever.

● Steam Roasting: Ther outer shell is very hard and contains a corrosive oil that is very harmful
for human consumption.

● Drum: The process of steam helps to remove hard by minimal effort, which the raw cashew nuts
put in a drum connected to a mini boiler.

● Period taking: 10 to 15 minutes steam to boil and pass over cashew nuts. Cashew nuts are left
in the drum for 20 to 25 minutes to be roasting well.

● Taken out: Roasted cashew nuts placed in the air to let them  cooldown to help the process of
outer shell removal.

● Shell cutting: Steam roasting is complete and the cashew nuts are placed off to remove the
outer shell to get inner kernels. Difficult stage require skilled workers to separate the shell
without breaking the inner core.

● Products: raw cashew shell, cashew (testa), cashew kernel nuts.
● Grading: Stage to classify cashew nuts into different grades to export. Main categories whole

nuts/Broken nuts. whole nuts are divided into 12 different grades, broken nuts are divided into 7
different grades.

Nutrition in Cashew Nuts

Cashew nuts can have a variety of health benefits in the long term to improve human health.

● Improves heart health.
● Improves blood pressure.
● Prevent gallstones.
● Makes skinny healthy.
● Reduce risk of cancer.
● Reduce risk of anemia.
● Reduce risk of diabetes.
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Packing of Cashew Nuts

Full Container Load 20 feet

20 Kgs Vacuumed  in carton 750 cartons

50 Lbs/ 22.6 Kgs Vacuumed  in carton 750 cartons

25 Lbs/ 11.3 Kgs Vacuumed  in carton 2 @ 750 cartons

10 Kgs Vacuumed  in carton 2 @ 750 cartons

PE vacuum bag of 25lb/ 11.34 Kgs

The information needed to be prepared before negotiation:

Quantity: What is your order quantity?

Quality: What quality of cashews do you want? (1 st quality, 2 nd quality, 3rd quality, 4 th quality)

Type Of Cashew: What kind of cashews are you looking for? ( Ww 210, Ww240, Ww320, W450, WS, LP,)

Packing: What kind of packing do you want? (Vacuum bag, PE bag, carton box)

Packing Weight: How much weight do you want to pack? ( 10 kg, 20 kg, 11.3 kg, 22.6 kg, 25lb, 50lb/PE
bag)

Target Price: The target investment looking for?
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Payments Terms

Different quality and standards of cashew have different investment, depending on what specific needs
are. The investment of cashew nuts at our company will depend on the following factors: order quantity,
type of cashew nut, cashew nut quality, packing specification and time of the cashew nut order that is
needed. Since there are many factors that affect the price of cashew kernels, it is very difficult for us to
provide an official quote without discussing it in detail.

In detail, our company offer usually ranges from USD 6.8 to 9.0/ KG.

448 Tons Ready to Process.

FOB: Port Dar es salaam Tanzania

Price: USD 2.97/ Lb Ww 320 | USD 3.62/ Lb Ww 240

About Payment Terms

1. L/C: Irrevocable L/C at sight
2. 57% deposit in advance, 43% balance T/T scanned shipping documents.
3. Western union
4. Incoterms insurance: To be covered by company/ CFR, CTP, CIP
5. Incoterms insurance: To be covered by buyer’s/ EXW, FAS, FOB

More payment options with discount contact us.

Packaging and Shipping

Bulk order: Shipment by sea FCL and LCL or by air.

● Delivery time: within 14 to 30 working days after goods are ready for shipment.

Small order: Shipment by courier companies such as DHL,FedEx,TNT.

● Delivery time: within 4 to 10 working days after goods are ready for shipment.

Flexible INCO Trade Terms - EXW, FAS, FOB, CFR, CTP, CIP.

To get the exact cashew nuts investment price list according to your needs. Please contact us to
negotiate in detail.
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Goals

❖ To penetrate the international market by drafting competitive prices to our clients.
❖ Increasing Tanzania cashew nuts production and demand to read the country and campany’s to

the top rank of producing and exporting cashew nuts.
❖ Processing high quality international standards cashew nuts and increasing effort of finding best

ways to store cashew nuts in as good condition as we can. We ensure this not only for business,
but for those who are going to get health benefits from our clients cashew nuts.

❖ Increasing availability of cashew nuts which incur to collect enough amounts  from farmers and
Tanzania local suppliers to manage large amounts of cashew nuts to be supplied at
sustainability level to our clients.

Distributor Market

I. Product value
● Distribute roasted cashew nuts with different ingredients depending on the market

segmentation to be competitive in market: honey cashews nuts, chili garlic cashews,
whole nut salt roasted cashew nuts, salted cashew nuts. Also cashew nuts can be
baked into the cake and mixed in ice cream. How great value of this product.

● By mixing cashew nuts with other nuts to satisfy consumers' deeds with different
options of testing nuts and whether raw to raw nuts or roasted to roasted nuts.

● Distribute raw cashew nuts to maximize time, value and profit. Number of raw cashew
nuts kgs solds.

II. Analyze market
Cashew nuts are very useful in several ways. According to the demand for cashew nuts there
should be a large amount of cashews in trading lines, hypermarkets and retail stores not only in
the home country but also in other countries' neighbors or arcosscontinet.

● Which country needs a large amount of cashews to be supplied.
● Number of warehouses and hypermarkets with population and capacity.
● Number of retail stores with population and capacity.
● Location and Quantity to be supplied.
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III. Distribute marketing trend
7eleven Malaysia

One of the biggest multinational chains of retail convenience stores.

Malaysia has more than 2,400 stores nationwide which can serve over 900,000 every day.

As statistics show, let's take a simple calculation by taking only 1,000 stores and only 25kgs of
cashew nuts which can be more. This takes control based on investment,volume, but there is
something that still does not fit, which is Time, because time carries value.

❖ Assume one 7eleven store can manage to hold 20 Kgs of roasted cashew nuts. 1,000
stores manage to distribute a total of 20,000 Kgs.

❖ Then assume again one 7eleven store can manage to hold 5 Kgs of raw cashew nuts.
1,000 stores manage to distribute a total of 5,000 Kgs.

❖ Question: how long 25 tons/ 25,000 Kgs can be managed to sell out distribution?
❖ After we succeed in evaluating investment, volume and time, now directly

understanding the market where to distribute.
❖ Roasted cashew nuts retail price in Malaysia range from RM 101.25/ USD 22.9 to

RM135/ USD 30.4 per KG.
❖ Roasted wholesale cashew nuts price in Malaysia range from RM 80/ USD 18. to RM

100/ USD 22.5 per KG.
❖ Raw cashew nuts price in Malaysia range from RM 50/ USD 11.3 to RM 70/ USD 15 per

KG. Estimate asset wealth starting RM 1,250,000/ USD 281,258.7 per 25 tons.
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7 eleven Japan

Japani: In the industry of retail stores, Japan has more than 20,000 convenience stores
nationwide, one of the biggest market retail stores worldwide which approximately can
serve over 25 million customers every day. This has never happened before and still
continues to break records year after year.

As we take simpel same procedure to calculate the amount taken to sold out here is all
about 7 eleven in Japan

10,000 stores manage to hold 25 kgs only and can be sold for how long?

❖ Distributed capacity with only 10,000 stores can result in a way bigger
250,000 kgs/ 250 tons can be supplied and sold out in Japan compared to
Malaysia which has more 2400 stores in total and distributes at least
60,000kgs/ 60 tons of cashew nuts by taking 25kgs.

Things to coincide with cashew nuts investment:

● Quality and quantity of cashews
● Time processing cashews.
● Time delivering cashews.
● Market to supply and population served.
● Time taken product to be sold out.
● Competitive price.
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Company Product Campaign

80% of shelled cashew nuts Tanzania exports to India,China,Vietnam and other countries after seasons
end most of the countries, and remaining 20% percentage processed in the country still no demand on
producing and manufacture cashew nuts, this cause by different season of the continents AFRICA, ASIA,
EUROPE and AMERICA. Emma Tanzania Logic LTD our team is made up of carefully selected, highly
trained professionals, with A strong passion and dedication to executing the company’s vision to
increase high quality and deliver excellent service to each and every client. As to increase the
percentage of processing cashew nuts Tanzania and stand at competitive prices in the global market.

Short Project Structure
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More information and Profile: Contact us.

World wide location helps to navigate global transportation distance from the United Republic of Tanzania.

B2B profile platform sites:

Freight/Express Air and Sea:

Tanzania, Dar es salaam, Kinondoni,
Kawe, Bonny city 14121,
P.O.Box 18
emmanuel@etallgroup.net
+(255) 733 791 773
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